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Abstract. In the context of Service Oriented Computing, contracts are descriptions of the observ-
able message-passing behavior of services. Contracts have been already successfully exploited to
solve the problem of client/service composition. Inspired by current orchestration languages, we
consider services where the choice to perform an output may not depend on the environment. Under
this assumption, we propose a new theory of contracts which also addresses the problem of com-
position of multiple services (not only one client with one service). Moreover, we relate our theory
of contracts with the theory of must testing pre-order (interpreted as a subcontract relation) and we
show that a compliant group of contracts is still compliant if every contract is replaced by one of its
subcontracts.

1. Introduction

Service Oriented Computing (SOC) is a novel paradigm for distributed computing based on services in-
tended as autonomous and heterogeneous components that can be published and discovered via standard
interface languages and publish/discovery protocols. One of the peculiarities of Service Oriented Com-
puting, distinguishing it from other distributed computing paradigms (such as component based software
engineering), is that it is centered around the so-called message oriented architectures. This means that,
given a set of collaborating services, the current state of their interaction is stored inside the exchanged
messages and not only within the services. From a practical viewpoint, this means that it is necessary
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to include, in the exchanged messages, the so-called correlation information that permits a service to
associate a received message to the correct session of interaction (in fact, the same service could be
contemporaneously involved in different sessions at the same time).

Web Services are the most prominent service oriented technology: Web Services publish their inter-
face expressed in WSDL, they are discovered through the UDDI protocol, and they are invoked using
SOAP.

Even if one of the declared goal of Web Services is to support the automatic discovery of services,
this is not yet practically achieved. Two main problems are still to be satisfactorily solved. The first one,
investigated by the semantic web research community, is concerned with the lack of semantic informa-
tion in the description of services. The second problem, addressed in this paper, is concerned with the
problem of guaranteeing that the interacting services are compliant in the sense that their behaviors are
complementary. In particular, it is important to check whether in a set of services, combined in order to
collaborate, no service waits indefinitely for a never incoming message.

In order to be able to check the compliance of the composed services, it is necessary that the services
expose in their interface also the description of their expected behavior. In the service oriented computing
literature, this kind of information is referred to as the service contract [12]. More precisely, the service
contract describes the sequence of input/output operations that the service intends to execute within a
session of interaction with other services.

Compliance checking based on the behavioral descriptions of the composed entities has been already
considered, for instance, in the context of component-based systems (see e.g. [6, 2, 20]) or for client-
service interaction [11]. In this paper, we consider a different scenario with respect to both approaches.

As far as component-based systems are concerned, the commonly adopted approach is to synthe-
size either wrappers or adaptors that respectively block (the non compatible) part of the behavior of
one component or deal with possible mismatchings between the combined components. The approach
adopted in this paper is different because we address the problem of composition without the introduc-
tion of any additional wrapper or adaptor. In other terms, we consider the problem of retrieving some
already available services in order to implement a correct composition without the introduction of any
additional element. In the service oriented computing literature, the approach we consider is known with
the name of choreography [24], which contrasts with the orchestrated approach [22] according to which
all services communicate only with a central orchestrator. It is worth mentioning the fact that we could
define our theory having in mind components instead of services. Nevertheless, our assumption about
the choreographic approach makes all our theory more related to the current vision of service oriented
computing.

As far as client-service interaction is concerned, we assume a more general context in which an
arbitrary number of interacting services communicate directly without the presence of any central coor-
dinator. We call this different context multi-party composition. Moving from a simpler client-service
to a more complex multi-party scenario introduces several interesting new problems such as indepen-
dent refinement. By independent refinement we mean the possibility to replace several services in a
composition with other services that are selected one independently from the other ones.

More precisely, the aim of this paper is to exploit the notion of service contracts in order to define
a theory that, on the one hand, permits to formally verify whether they are compliant (thus giving rise
to a correct composition) and, on the other hand, permits to replace a service with another one without
affecting the correctness of the overall system. In this case we say that the initially expected contract is
replaced with one of its subcontract.
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Hence, the focus is not in the introduction of a new calculus for SOC, but on studying the influence
of the very basic properties (external choice between outputs, mixed choice etc...) of a calculus for
contracts (which is as simple as possible but does not make decidability trivial, i.e. can express recursive
behaviours) on the notion of subcontract. The idea is that this study is needed and forms a theoretical
starting point for richer calculi for SOC.

We foresee at least two main applications for our theory of contracts. On the one hand, it can be
exploited in the service discovery phase. Consider, for instance, a service system defined in terms of the
contracts that should be exposed by each of the service components. The actual services to be combined
could be retrieved independently one from the other (e.g. querying contemporaneously different service
registries) collecting services that either expose the expected contract, or one of its subcontract. On the
other hand, the notion of subcontract could be useful in service updates in order to ensure backward
compatibility. Consider, e.g., a service that should be updated in order to provide new functionalities; if
the new version exposes a subcontract of the previous service, our theory ensures that the new service is
a correct substitute for the previous one.

1.1. Technical contribution

The main contribution of the paper is the definition of a theory of contracts achieved following a general,
novel approach. This approach is based on the following simple intuition: as a contract is an abstraction
of a service behavior, we can also consider the relationship from the opposite point of view, that is,
considering a service behavior as a concretion/refinement of a contract. If we are able to capture the
correct notion of refinement (assuming it is a pre-order), we can associate to a service its contract simply
by taking a canonical representative of the corresponding equivalence class induced by the refinement.
In this way, we reduce the problem of finding the right information to be exposed in a contract to the
definition of a suitable refinement. The approach we take to define our refinement is to first consider
the property that we want a “good” refinement should preserve, and then consider the maximum of
such refinements. This is similar to the co-inductive approach considered, e.g., in the definition of the
bisimulation relation for CCS [21].

More formally, we present two languages: the former for the specification of both services and
contracts, the latter used to specify their composition. We use the second calculus to formalize the notion
of compliance: n services/contracts are compliant if their composition is guaranteed to successfully
complete without deadlocks or livelocks. After having formalized compliance, we are able to formalize
the property that each refinement should satisfy: a refinement is a subcontract pre-order if it preserves
service compliance, namely, given n compliant services, and substituting each of them with one of its
refinement, the achieved n services are still compliant. Then we define the subcontract relation as the
union of all subcontract pre-orders. One of the main results proved in this paper is that for the calculus
that we propose, the subcontract relation achieved according to this approach is actually the largest
subcontract pre-order. In fact, in other theories of contracts recently proposed in the literature (details
are reported in the next subsection), this property does not hold. This property is important because,
as already discussed above, we foreseen the exploitation of our theory of contracts for the independent
retrieval of services in multi-party compositions.

The calculus for contracts that we propose is similar to traditional process calculi distinguishing
between deadlock and successful termination. This distinction is necessary in order to model the fact that
a service could internally deadlock due to its internal parallelism. Another peculiarity of the calculus is
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that the decision to execute output actions may not depend on the other services in the system. This reflect
the fact that in asynchronous distributed systems, such as the Internet currently used as transport layer for
Web Services, there is an implicit asymmetry between input and output actions. This asymmetry derives
from the fact that an output operation consists of the emission of a message, while an input operation
coincides with the reception of a message. The decision to send a message in an asynchronous system
is taken locally, and cannot be forbidden by the remote expected receiver. Moreover, as we will see,
the existence of maximal independent refinement, that allows us to refine contracts independently, is a
consequence of such an asymmetry between inputs and outputs.

In more technical terms, we consider a semantics for output actions (denoted with an overlined action
name such as b) which is different from that of input actions (denoted simply with an action names such
as a). The semantics of input is, as usual, represented by a transition labeled with the corresponding
action name. In the semantics of output, on the contrary, we consider two subsequent transitions, one
labeled with τ (that denotes an internal actions representing the decision to execute the output actions)
and one labeled with the overlined corresponding action name (that represents the actual execution of the
output action). According to this semantics, the mixed choice a+b between an input and an output action
is actually a choice between the input action a and the internal τ transition representing the decision to
execute the output b.

Another important technical achievement of the paper is a characterization of the subcontract relation
in a testing-like scenario [15]: we can prove that a contract C ′ is a subcontract of C if, after some appro-
priate transformations applied to both C ′ and C, the former is guaranteed to satisfy at least all the tests
satisfied by the latter. In particular, we show how to use the theory of should-testing [23] to prove that one
contract is a subcontract of another one. An important consequence of this characterization is a precise
localization of our refinement with respect to traditional refinements such failure refinement, or simula-
tion (i.e. half-bisimulation): the refinement that we achieve as the largest one preserving compliance is
coarser than both failure refinement and simulation.

1.2. Related work

As stated above, we resort to the theory of testing, in particular, to the must-testing pre-order. There are
some relevant differences between our form of testing and the traditional one proposed by De Nicola-
Hennessy [15]. The most relevant difference is that, besides requiring the success of the test, we impose
also that the tested process should successfully complete its execution. This further requirement has
important consequences; for instance, we do not distinguish between the always unsuccessful process 0
and other processes, such as a; 1 + a; b; 1,1 for which there are no guarantees of successful completion
in any possible context. Another relevant difference is in the treatment of divergence: we do not follow
the traditional catastrophic approach, but the fair approach introduced by the theory of should-testing
of Rensink-Vogler [23]. In fact, we do not impose that all computations must succeed, but that all
computations can always be extended in order to reach success.

It is well known that the De Nicola-Hennessy must testing pre-order and the CSP failure refine-
ment [17] coincide (at least for finitely branching processes without divergences) [14]. It is interesting
to say that the failure refinement has been already exploited for checking component compatibility by
Allen and Garlan in [1]. Similarly to our theory, the failure refinement is used to prove that a component

1We use 0 to denote unsuccessful termination, 1 for successful completion and ; for sequential composition.
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can be replaced by one of its refinements in a component composition. Differently from our theory, a
composition of several components is obtained adding a Glue component which behaves as a mediator
for every component interaction. This Glue component permits to cut the additional actions that the
refined components may include. The main difference with our theory is that, in our context, we have
no mediator that allows us to cut additional behaviors of refined services. Nevertheless, the asymmetry
that we have between input and output actions allows us to replace a service with another one having
additional behavior.

Contracts have been initially introduced in the context of process calculi by Fournet et al. [16]. As
far as service oriented computing is concerned, an initial theory of contracts for client-service interaction
has been proposed by Carpineti et al. [11] and then independently extended along different directions by
Bravetti and Zavattaro (in a preliminary version of this paper [3] as well as in two other papers [4, 5]),
by Laneve and Padovani [19], and by Castagna et al. [13]

In [16] contracts are CCS-like processes; a generic process P is defined as compliant to a contract
C if, for every tuple of names ã and process Q, whenever (νã)(C|Q) is stuck-free then also (νã)(P |Q)
is. Our notion of contract refinement differs from stuck-free conformance mainly because we consider
a different notion of stuck process state. In [16] a process state is stuck (on a tuple of channel names
ã) if it has no internal moves (but it can execute at least one action on one of the channels in ã). In
our approach, an end-state different from successful termination is stuck (independently of any tuple
ã). Thus, we distinguish between internal deadlock and successful completion while this is not the case
in [16]. Another difference follows from the exploitation of the restriction (νã); this is used in [16] to
explicitly indicate the local channels of communication used between the contract C and the process Q.
In our context we can make a stronger closed-world assumption (corresponding to a restriction on all
channel names) because service contracts do not describe the entire behavior of a service, but the flow of
execution of its operations inside one session of communication.

The closed-world assumption is considered also in [11] where, as in our case, a service oriented
scenario is considered. In particular, in [11] a theory of contracts is defined for investigating the compat-
ibility between one client and one service. Our paper considers multi-party composition where several
services are composed in a peer-to-peer manner. Moreover, we impose service substitutability as a
mandatory property for our notion of refinement; this does not hold in [11] where it is not in general
possible to substitute a service exposing one contract with another one exposing a subcontract. Another
relevant difference is that the contracts in [11] comprises also mixed choices.

The preliminary version of this paper [3] introduces several interesting new aspects not considered in
the initial approach of Carpineti et al. For instance, we consider also contracts with an infinite behavior
admitting the repetition operator, we consider multi-party compositions, and we present how to resort to
the theory of testing pre-orders. Moreover, in another paper [4] we also investigate a new stronger notion
of correctness for contract systems in which we assume that output operations cannot wait indefinitely.
This problem naturally arises when also unlimited contract behaviors are permitted. For instance, the
three contracts

a; b a; (c; d)∗ (c; d)∗; b

( ∗ denotes repetition) are typically assumed to be compliant as their composition is stuck-free. Neverthe-
less, the second output of the first contract can wait indefinitely due to the possible unlimited interaction
between the second and the third contract. In [4] we address this problem: we propose a new stronger
notion of compliance, called strong compliance, and we present a new theory of contracts which is
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consistent with strong compliance.
In [5] we discuss how contracts can be exploited in a more general theory for choreography confor-

mance. Choreography languages, used to describe from a global point of view the peer-to-peer interac-
tions among services in a composition, have been already investigated in a process algebraic setting by
Busi et al. [7, 8] and by Carbone et al. [9]. The notion of choreography conformance is in general used
to check whether a service can play a specific role within a given choreography. In [5] we present a basic
choreography language, and we define conformance between that language and a contract language as
follows: we check conformance by projecting a choreography on the considered role, and then exploiting
contract refinement.

The work of Carpineti et al. [11] discussed above has been extended by (some of) the original authors
in two ways, in [19] by explicitly associating to a contract the considered input/output alphabet, in [13]
by associating to services a dynamic filter which eliminates from the service behavior those interactions
that are not admitted by the considered contract.

The explicit information about the input/output alphabet used in [19] allows the corresponding the-
ory of contracts to be applied also to multi-party compositions. Nevertheless, the complete symmetry
between inputs and outputs in the contract language considered in [19], does not perm it to achieve one
of the most interesting property we prove in this paper, that is, independent contract refinement. In fact,
according to [19] the contracts in a multi-party composition cannot be independently refined, because if
a refinement includes more inputs or outputs with respect to the corresponding contract, these additional
names cannot be part of the input/output alphabets of other refinements. As the refinement cannot be
applied independently the theory of contracts in [19] does not admit parallel discovery of services in
multi-party service systems.

The dynamic filters of [13], on the contrary, allow for independent refinement, at the price of synthe-
sizing a specific filter used to eliminate the additional behaviors of refinements. Even if very interesting
from a theoretical point of view, the practical application of filters is not yet clear. In fact, it is not pos-
sible to assume the possibility to associate a filter to a remote service. This problem can be solved in
client-service systems, assuming that a co-filter is applied to the local client, but it is not clear how to
solve this problem in multi-party systems composed of services running on different hosts.

Finally, also the work on session types (e.g. that in [18] and [10]) gives rise to notions of refinement
in, somehow restricted, scenarios that can be syntactically characterized. For instance, the work in [18]
allows subsystems like a; (P |b;Q) to be replaced by a;P |b;Q under the knowledge that the context is
of the kind ā;P ′|b̄;Q′, while in the work of [10] a subterm can be replaced by another one where inputs
can be syntactically added in external choices and outputs can be syntactically added in internal choices.
The latter approach leads to a notion of refinement which is included in the one obtained in this paper.
In our approach however features like input external choice extension and internal choice reduction are
inferred and not taken by syntactical definition. The former one is incomparable because it deals with
very special cases and in our approach, e.g., a|b does not refine a; b. More precisely we just consider
knowledge about types of inputs and outputs of other contracts and not about their syntactical structure.

1.3. Structure of the paper.

Section 2 reports syntax and semantics of the process calculi. In Section 3 we describe our theory of
contracts and we prove our main results. Finally, Section 4 reports some conclusive remarks.

This paper is an extended version of [3] that additionally includes the full proofs for all theorems,
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some explanatory examples and a simple case study, and a more detailed comparison with the related
literature.

2. Syntax and Semantics of the Process Calculi

In this Section we introduce incrementally the two calculi. The first one is the calculus for contracts; it
is a typical calculus comprising two possible final states (failure or success), input and output prefixes,
sequencing, choice, parallel composition, restriction and repetition. Differently from standard process
calculi we distinguish between internal and external actions. This distinction is a consequence of the sep-
aration between the calculus for contracts and that for contract compositions: local actions are those that
can be executed locally within the same contract, while external actions are those that can be executed
between two distinct composed contracts. This corresponds to the distinction between local synchro-
nization, by means of internal links, and remote interaction, by means of operation invocations, that we
have in languages for Web Services compositions such as WS-BPEL.

2.1. Definition of Contracts

We assume a denumerable set of names N = {a, b, c, ...}. The set Ncon = {a∗ | a ∈ N} is the set of
local names. We define Nall = N ∪Ncon. The set A = N ∪ {a | a ∈ N} is the set of input and output
actions. The set Acon = Ncon ∪ {a∗ | a∗ ∈ Ncon} is the set of input and output local actions. We take β
to range over the set of all actions Act = Acon ∪ A ∪ {τ}, where τ denotes an internal computation.

Definition 2.1. (Contracts) The syntax of contracts is defined by the following grammar

C ::= 0 | 1 | τ | a∗ | a∗ | a | a | <a> |

C;C | C+C | C|C | C\M | C∗

where M ⊆ Ncon.

We consider eight possible atoms: unsuccessful termination 0, successful termination 1, silent move τ ,
internal input action a∗, internal output action a∗ and external input action a, external output action a
and external output action <a> that represents an output “ā” which has been decided to be performed
but has not synchronized yet with a receiving “a”.

The operators are: sequencing ; , choice + , parallel | , restriction \M , and repetition ∗. We
use C, C ′, · · · , D, D′, · · · and E, E′, · · · to range over contract terms. The set of “initial” contracts C,
i.e. contracts in which outputs <a> do not occurr, is denoted by Pcon.

In the following we will omit trailing “1” when writing contracts and, given a set of names M , with
M = {a | a ∈ M} we denote the set of output actions performable on those names. Moreover, when a
set {a} contains only one element, namely a, we denote it simply with a.

The operational semantics of contracts is defined by the rules in Table 2.1 (plus the omitted symmetric
rules). We take λ to range over the set of labels L = Act∪{

√
}, where

√
denotes successful termination.

In the following we will use PconSt to denote the set of contract states, defined as the terms that are
reachable by a (possibly empty) sequence of transitions from initial contracts in Pcon.
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1
√
−→ 0 β

β−→ 1 β /∈ {a | a∈N} a
τ−→<a> <a>

a−→ 1

C
λ−→ C ′

C+D λ−→ C ′

C
λ−→ C ′ λ 6=

√

C;D λ−→ C ′;D

C
√
−→ C ′ D

λ−→ D′

C;D λ−→ D′

C
a∗−→ C ′ D

a∗−→ D′

C|D τ−→ C ′|D′
C
√
−→ C ′ D

√
−→ D′

C|D
√
−→ C ′|D′

C
λ−→ C ′ λ 6=

√

C|D λ−→ C ′|D

C
λ−→ C ′ λ 6∈M ∪M

C\M λ−→ C ′\M
C∗

√
−→ 0

C
λ−→ C ′

C∗
λ−→ C ′;C∗

Table 1. Semantic rules for contracts (symmetric rules omitted).

The operational semantics is rather standard for process calculi with sequential composition, where
the
√

label is used to explicitly denote completion. The unique relevant remark is that synchronization
within a contract is permitted only on local names a∗; the synchronization on global names between
different contracts will be considered in the next calculus used to model the composition of contracts.

In the remainder of the paper we use the following notations: C λ−→ to mean that there existsC ′ such
that C λ−→ C ′ and, given a string of labels w ∈ L∗, that is w = λ1λ2 · · ·λn−1λn (possibly empty, i.e.,

w = ε), we use C w−→ C ′ to denote the sequence of transitions C λ1−→ C1
λ2−→ · · · λn−1−→ Cn−1

λn−→ C ′

(in case of w = ε we have C ′ = C, i.e., C ε−→ C).
We now formalize an important property of our calculus that we call output persistence. This property

states that once a contract decides to execute an output, its actual execution is mandatory in order to
successfully complete the execution of the contract. As we also anticipated in the introduction, the actual
impact of output persistence (in turn coming from the asymmetric treatment of inputs and outputs) in
our theory is the existence of maximal independent refinement. This statement will be made precise
by means of a counter-example that we are going to present after the Definition 3.2 –we postpone the
presentation of this example because we first need to formalize contract compositions as well as the
notion of correct composition– and by the results presented in Section ??.

In order to formally prove the output persistence property we need to prove two preliminary lemmata.

Lemma 2.1. Let C ∈ PconSt be a contract state. Then, if C a−→ then C
√
−→/ .

Proof:
By induction on the length of the proof of C a−→ C ′.

The base case is trivial as C =< a >, thus also C
√
−→/ . In the inductive case we proceed by

case analysis on the last used rule. We first observe that, in general, if E a−→ then E cannot be an
initial contract belonging to Pcon. This because in terms of Pcon a transitions are always preceded by an
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outgoing τ transition. Therefore, the transition C a−→ derives in one step from a transition a of a non-
initial E (which is also a subterm of C). As E is non-initial and it must be a derivative of some initial
contract, i.e. E ∈ PconSt, there are only three possible cases: (i) the first rule for sequential composition,
(ii) the last rule for parallel composition, and (iii) the rule for restriction.

In case (i) we have that C = E;E′ with E
√
−→/ by inductive hypothesis. Therefore, the actions of E′

cannot be executed by E;E′, thus also E;E′
√
−→/ . In case (ii) we have that C = E|E′ with E

√
−→/ by

inductive hypothesis. Therefore, also E|E′
√
−→/ as transitions labeled with

√
require synchronization.

In case (iii), the lemma follows directly form the inductive hypothesis. ut

Lemma 2.2. Let C ∈ PconSt be a contract state. such that C
β−→ C ′ with β 6= a. If C a−→ then C ′ a−→.

Proof:
By induction on the length of the proof of C

β−→ C ′.
In the base case we have that C = β. As β 6= a, then C a−→/ . In the inductive case we proceed by

case analysis on the last used rule. We report the analysis only of some significant cases.
If the last used rule is the one for choice, we have that C is an initial contract of Pcon thus (as

discussed in the proof of the previous lemma) we have that C a−→/ .
If the last used rule is the first one for sequential composition we have C = E;E′ and the transition

is inferred by E. If E;E′ a−→ then we also have E a−→ because E′ is an initial contract (thus E′ a−→/ ).
The thesis follows directly from the inductive hypothesis.

If the last used rule is the second one for sequential composition we have C = E;E′ and E
√
−→. By

previous lemma we have that E a−→/ and moreover E′ is an initial contract (thus E′ a−→/ ). Henceforth,
E;E′ a−→/ .

If the last used rule is the last one for parallel composition, we have C = E|E′ and the transition
is inferred by E. If C a−→, then either E a−→ or E′ a−→. In the first case the thesis follows from
the inductive hypothesis. In the second case the thesis follows from the fact that E′ is kept as parallel
subterm also in the target of the transition. ut

Proposition 2.1. (Output persistence) Let C ∈ Pcon be a contract such that C w−→ C ′
a−→. We have

that, for every C ′′ such that C ′ w′−→ C ′′ and C ′′
√
−→, the string w′ must include a.

Proof:
Direct consequence of Lemma 2.1 and Lemma 2.2. ut

2.2. Composing Contracts

We now introduce the calculus for modeling systems of composed contracts. This is an extension of
the previous calculus; the basic terms are contracts under execution denoted with [C]. Such a notation is
inspired by process algebras with locations in which brackets “[”,“]” are used to denote a located process.
In our specific case the [C] operator is required also for technical reasons to define the scope of the local
actions of C (it corresponds to an implicit restriction on all local names).
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Besides the parallel composition operator ||, we consider also restriction \\ in order to model the pos-
sibility to open local channels of interaction among contracts. The restriction operator that we consider
is non-standard because it distinguishes between input and output operations. For instance, in the system
[C]\\{a, b} we have that C cannot perform inputs on a and cannot perform outputs on b. This operator is
useful for the modeling of private directed channels. For instance, if we want to model the fact that the
service [C1] is the unique receptor on a particular channel a, we can simply restrict all the other services
on action a (and [C1] on a):

[C1]\\a || [C2]\\a || [C3]\\a || · · · || [Cn]\\a

As another example, consider a system composed of two contracts C1 and C2 such that channel a is
used for communications from C1 to C2 and channel b is used for communications along the opposite
directions. We can model such system as follows:

([C1]\\{a, b}) || ([C2]\\{a, b})

As a final example of the flexibility of the restriction operator \\ we consider the system(
([C]||[C ′])\\a

)
|| [D]

where we have that C, C ′ and D can execute input actions on the name a, but the inputs of C and C ′

cannot synchronize with output actions performed by D, while the inputs of D can synchronize with
outputs performed by C and C ′.

Definition 2.2. (Contract composition) The syntax of contract compositions is defined by the following
grammar

P ::= [C] | P ||P | P\\L

where C∈PconSt and L ⊆ A.

We use P , P ′, · · · , Q, Q′, · · · to range over terms representing contract compositions, also called
systems. The set of “initial” systems, i.e. systems in which only initial contracts C ∈ Pcon occur, is
denoted by Psys.

In the following we will sometimes omit parenthesis“[ ]” when writing contract compositions and we
will call system a composition of contracts.

The operational semantics of systems is defined by the rules in Table 2 (plus the omitted symmetric
rules). In the following we will use PsysSt to denote the set of system states, defined as the terms that
are reachable by a (possibly empty) sequence of transitions from “initial” systems in Psys.

Note that, due to the absence of internal communication of actions of A inside contracts, when we
apply external restriction directly to a contract C, i.e. we consider [C]\\L for some L ⊆ A, we obtain
a transition system isomorphic to that of the contract C{0/β|β ∈ L} \ Ncon or, equivalently, to that of
[C{0/β|β ∈ L}], where C{0/β|β ∈ L} represents the syntactical substitution of 0 for every occurrence
of any subterm β such that β ∈ L.

We are now ready to define our notion of correct composition of contracts. Intuitively, a system
composed of contracts is correct if all possible computations may guarantee completion; this means that
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C
λ−→ C ′ λ 6∈ Acon

[C] λ−→ [C ′]

P
λ−→ P ′ λ 6=

√

P ||Q λ−→ P ′||Q

P
a−→ P ′ Q

a−→ Q′

P ||Q τ−→ P ′||Q′
P
√
−→ P ′ Q

√
−→ Q′

P ||Q
√
−→ P ′||Q′

P
λ−→ P ′ λ 6∈ L

P\\L λ−→ P ′\\L

Table 2. Semantic rules for contract compositions (symmetric rules omitted).

the system is both deadlock and, under the fairness assumption 2, livelock free (there could be an infinite
computation, but given any possible prefix of this infinite computation, it can be extended to reach a
successfully completed computation). Note that our notion of correctness simply checks the compliance
of the composed services without verifying whether the replies computed by the services actually corre-
sponds to some desired functionalities. Henceforth, our notion of correct service composition should not
be confused with the classical notion of program correctness.

Definition 2.3. (Correct contract composition) A system P is a correct contract composition, denoted

P ↓, if for every P ′ such that P τ−→
∗
P ′ there exists P ′′ such that P ′ τ−→

∗
P ′′

√
−→ .

As examples of correct contract compositions, you can consider C1||C2 with

C1 = a+ b C2 = a+ b

C1 = a; b C2 = a; b
C1 = a+ b+ c C2 = a+ b

C1 = (a; b) + (b; a) C2 = a | b
C1 = (a; b)∗ C2 = a; (b; a)∗; b

As an example of contract composition which is not correct we can consider [a; b]||[a] in which
the first service deadlocks after executing the first output action (thus successful completion cannot be
reached). Another interesting example is [(a; b)∗]||[a; (b; a)∗], in which only an infinite computation
(livelock) is executed (also in this case successful completion cannot be reached). We can also consider
an additional example in which we combine both deadlock and livelock: [(a; b)∗+(c; d)]||[(a; (b; a)∗)+c].

The design choice of requiring livelock freedom under the fairness assumption is related to consider-
ing: (i) unsatisfactory to just require deadlock freedom (accepting too many systems as correct ones as,
e.g., the system above [(a; b)∗]||[a; (b; a)∗]): often multi-party conversations of services are executed in-
side sessions and it seems natural to ask for the ability of all the party involved to successfully terminate
for the session to finish (ii) too demanding to require livelock freedom without the fairness assumption
(discarding too many systems that intutively should be correct in the presence of infinite computations
as,e.g., the last pair of contracts C1 C2 presented in the example above).

2The notion of fairness that we consider is the following: when a state is traversed infinitely often each of its outgoing transitions
is not discarded infinitely often.
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Example 2.1. (Travel Agency)
As an example of contract composition we consider the specification of a system composed of a client
that sends a request to a travel agency. Upon reception of a client’s request, the travel agency sends two
parallel requests to the reservation services of a hotel and an airplane company. After having collected
the replies from the reservation services, the travel agency either confirms or cancels the client’s request.

[Reservation; (Confirmation+ Cancellation)] ||
[Reservation;

(
ReserveF light; (ConfirmFlight; okF light∗ + CancelF light; koF light∗) |
ReserveRoom; (ConfirmRoom; okRoom∗ + CancelRoom; koRoom∗) |
(okF light∗; (okRoom∗;Confirmation+ koRoom∗;Cancellation)+
koF light∗; (okRoom∗;Cancellation+ koRoom∗;Cancellation))

)
] ||

[ReserveF light; (ConfirmFlight+ CancelF light)] ||
[ReserveRoom; (ConfirmRoom+ CancelRoom)]

The contracts of the client, of the hotel reservation service, and of the airplane company are simple. The
travel agency is more complex because internal communication is used on the local names okF light
and okRoom in order to synchronize the answer to the client’s request with the results received from
the reservation services. Only if both reservations succeed, the travel agency sends a confirmation to the
client. In all the other cases, a cancellation is sent.

It is not difficult to prove that the above contract composition is correct according to the Defini-
tion 2.3.

3. Contract Refinement

In this Section we introduce our theory of contracts. The basic idea is to have a notion of refinement of
contracts such that, given a system composed of the contracts C1, · · · , Cn, we can replace each contract
Ci with one of its refinements C ′i without breaking the correctness of the system.

This notion of refinement is useful when considering the problem of service discovery. Given the
specification of a contract composition (composed of the so called “initial contracts”), the actual services
to be composed are discovered independently sending queries to registries. It could be the case that
services with a contract which exactly correspond to the “initial contracts” are not available; in this case,
it is fundamental to accept also different contracts that could be replaced without affecting the overall
correctness of the system.

One of the peculiarities of our theory of refinement, is that we take under consideration some knowl-
edge about the “initial contracts”, in particular, the input and output actions that occur in them. A very
important consequence of this knowledge, is that a contract can be refined by another one that performs
additional external input actions on names that do not occur in the initial contracts. For instance, the
contract a can be refined by a + b if we know that b is not among the possible outputs of the initial
contracts.

Some additional simple examples of refinement follow. Consider the correct system C1||C2 with

C1 = a+ b C2 = a+ b
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We can replace C1 with C ′1 = a + b + c or C2 with C ′2 = a without breaking the correctness of the
system. This example shows a first important intuition: a contract could be replaced with another one
that has more external nondeterminism and/or less internal nondeterminism.

Consider now
D1 = a+ b+ c D2 = a+ b

where we can refine D1 with D′1 = a+ b+ d. Clearly, this refinement does not hold in general because
we could have another correct system

D1 = a+ b+ c D′2 = a+ b+ c

where such a refinement does not hold. This second example shows that refinement is influenced by the
potential actions that could be executed by the other contracts in the system. Indeed, D′1 is not a correct
substitute for D1 because D′2 has the possibility to produce c.

Based on this intuition, we parameterize our notion of subcontract relation C ′ ≤I,O C on the set I of
inputs, and the set O of outputs, that could be potentially executed by the other contracts in the system.
We will see that D′1 ≤N ,N−{c,d} D1 but D′1 6≤N ,N D1.

3.1. Subcontract pre-orders as correctness preserving refinements

We first define two auxiliary functions that extract from contracts and systems the set of names used in
input and output actions, respectively.

Definition 3.1. (Input and Output sets) Given the contract C ∈ Pcon, we define I(C) (resp. O(C)) as
the subset of N of the potential input (resp. ouput) actions of C. Formally, we define I(C) as follows:

I(0) = I(1) = I(τ) = I(a∗) = I(a∗) = I(a) = ∅ I(a) = {a}
I(C;C ′) = I(C+C ′) = I(C|C ′) = I(C)∪I(C ′) I(C\M) = I(C∗) = I(C)

and O(C) as follows:

O(0) = O(1) = O(τ) = O(a∗) = O(a∗) = O(a) = ∅ O(a) = {a}
O(C;C ′) = O(C+C ′) = O(C|C ′) = O(C)∪O(C ′) O(C\M) = O(C∗) = O(C)

Note that the set M in C\M does not influence I(C\M) and O(C\M) because it contains only local
names outside N . Given the system P , we define I(P ) (resp. O(P )) as the subset of N of the potential
input (resp. ouput) actions of P . Formally, we define I(P ) as follows:

I([C]) = I(C) I(P ||P ′) = I(P ) ∪ I(P ′) I(P\\L) = I(P )− L

and O(P ) as follows:

O([C]) = O(C) O(P ||P ′) = O(P ) ∪O(P ′) O(P\\L) = O(P )− {a | a ∈ L}
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We are now ready to define the notion of subcontract pre-order C ′i ≤I,O Ci in which the substi-
tutability of contract Ci with C ′i is parameterized in the possible input and output actions I and O of the
other contracts in the considered system.

More precisely, we consider a correct system C1\\I1 ∪ O1 || . . . || Cn\\In ∪ On composed of the
contracts C1, · · · , Cn following a particular name discipline: the names in Ii (resp. Oi) cannot be used
in input (resp. output) actions by the contract Ci. This discipline is guaranteed restricting each contract
Ci on the set of actions Ii ∪ Oi. In this particular system, we want to be able to substitute each of the
contract Ci with any contract C ′i such that C ′i ≤I,O Ci where I and O comprise the possible input and
output actions that can be executed by the other contracts Cj with j 6= i. This last condition can be
ensured imposing that (⋃

j 6=i
I(Cj)−Ij

)
−Oi ⊆ I ∧

(⋃
j 6=i

O(Cj)−Oj
)
−Ii ⊆ O

This kind of formula is considered in the subsequent definition that formalizes the notion of subcontract
pre-order family.

Definition 3.2. (Subcontract pre-order family) A family {≤I,O| I,O ⊆ N } of pre-orders over Pcon
is a subcontract pre-order family if, for any n ≥ 1, contracts C1, . . . , Cn ∈ Pcon and C ′1, . . . , C

′
n ∈ Pcon

and input and output names I1, . . . , In ⊆ N and O1, . . . , On ⊆ N , we have

(C1\\I1 ∪O1 || . . . || Cn\\In ∪On)↓ ∧

∀i. C ′i ≤ I′i,O
′
i
Ci ∧ (

⋃
j 6=i I(Cj)−Ij)−Oi ⊆ I ′i ∧ (

⋃
j 6=iO(Cj)−Oj)−Ii ⊆ O′i

⇒ (C ′1\\I1 ∪O1 || . . . || C ′n\\In ∪On)↓

In the next subsection we will prove that there exists a maximal subcontract pre-order family; this
is a direct consequence of the output persistence property. In fact, if we consider possible outputs that
can disappear without being actually executed (as in a mixed choice a + b in which the possible b is no
longer executable after the input a) it is easy to prove that there exists no maximal subcontract pre-order
family. Suppose that the semantics of outputs “a” is defined by means of the following operational rule
that is similar to the one used for inputs “a”:

a
a−→ 1

Now consider, e.g., the trivially correct system C1||C2 with C1 = a and C2 = a; we could have two
subcontract pre-order families ≤1 and ≤2 such that

a+ c.0 ≤1
N−c,N−c a and a+ c.0 ≤1

N−c,N−c a

and
a+ c.0 ≤2

N−c,N−c a and a+ c.0 ≤2
N−c,N−c a

but no subcontract pre-order family ≤ could have

a+ c.0 ≤N−c,N−c a and a+ c.0 ≤N−c,N−c a
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because if we refine C1 with a+c.0 and C2 with a+c.0 we achieve the incorrect system a+c.0||a+c.0
that can deadlock after synchronization on channel c.

The existence of the maximal subcontract pre-order family permits to define co-inductively a sub-
contract relation achieved as union of all subcontract pre-orders. The co-inductive definition allows us to
prove that two contracts are in subcontract relation, simply showing the existence of a subcontract pre-
order which relates them. Moreover, we can use different subcontract pre-orders to refine independently
several contracts in a multi-party composition, without affecting the correctness of the overall system.

3.2. Input-output subcontract relation as the maximal subcontract pre-order

We will show that the maximal subcontract pre-order family exists, and we will characterize it with a
relation on contracts called the input-output subcontract relation. Differently from the subcontract pre-
orders, that permit to refine contemporaneously several contracts in a composition, this new relation
allows for the refinement of one contract only. Besides giving the possibility to prove the existence of
the maximal subcontract pre-order family, this relation will allow us to resort to the theory of testing in
the next subsection.

Before presenting the definition of the input-output subcontract relation, we present a coarser form
of subcontract pre-order, called the singular subcontract pre-order, according to which, given any sys-
tem composed of a set of contracts, refinement is applied to one contract only (thus leaving the other
unchanged). This new pre-order will allow us to prove that the input-output relation is coarser than the
subcontract pre-order.

Intuitively a family of pre-orders {≤I,O| I,O ⊆ N } is a singular subcontract pre-order family
whenever the correctness of systems is preserved by refining just one of the contracts. More precisely,
for any n ≥ 1, C1, . . . , Cn ∈ Pcon, I1, . . . , In ⊆ N , O1, . . . , On ⊆ N , 1 ≤ i ≤ n and C ′i ∈ Pcon we
require

(C1\\I1 ∪O1 || . . . || Ci\\Ii ∪Oi || . . . || Cn\\In ∪On)↓ ∧

C ′i ≤ I,O Ci ∧ (
⋃
j 6=i I(Cj)−Ij)−Oi ⊆ I ∧ (

⋃
j 6=iO(Cj)−Oj)−Ii ⊆ O

⇒ (C1\\I1 ∪O1 || . . . || C ′i\\Ii ∪Oi || . . . ||Cn\\In ∪On)↓

By exploiting commutativity and associativity of parallel composition, and the fact that the inter-
nal behavior of C1\\I1 ∪ O1 || . . . || Cn\\In ∪ On is the same as that of C1||((C2{0/β|β ∈ I2 ∪
O2}|| . . . ||Cn{0/β|β ∈ In ∪ On})\\O1 ∪ I1) we can group the contracts which are not being re-
fined and denote them with a generic term P taken from Pconpar, the set of the systems of the form
(C1|| . . . ||Cn)\\I ∪ O, with Ci ∈ Pcon for all i ∈ {1, . . . , n} and I,O ⊆ N . Moreover we note that,
given P = (C1|| . . . ||Cn)\\I ∪ O ∈ Pconpar, we have I(P ) = (

⋃
1≤i≤n I([Ci])) − I and O(P ) =

(
⋃

1≤i≤nO([Ci]))−O.

Definition 3.3. (Singular subcontract pre-order family) A family of pre-orders {≤I,O| I,O ⊆ N }
is a singular subcontract pre-order family if, for any C,C ′ ∈ Pcon, P ∈ Pconpar we have

(C||P )↓ ∧ C ′ ≤I,O C ∧ I(P ) ⊆ I ∧ O(P ) ⊆ O ⇒ (C ′||P )↓

The following Proposition shows that a subcontract pre-order family is also a singular subcontract
pre-order family. Intuitively, this means that if we can refine several contracts in a system without
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affecting its correctness, we can also refine only one of those contracts, leaving the other unchanged.

Proposition 3.1. If a family of pre-orders {≤I,O| I,O ⊆ N } is a subcontract pre-order family then it
is also a singular subcontract pre-order family.

Proof:
Suppose that {≤I,O| I,O ⊆ N } is a subcontract pre-order family. Consider n ≥ 1, P ∈ Pconpar,
C,C ′ ∈ Pcon. From (C||P )↓ and C ′ ≤I,O C, where I(P ) ⊆ I and O(P ) ⊆ O, we can derive (C ′||P )↓
by just taking in the definition of subcontract pre-order family, C1 = C, C ′1 = C ′, C2 . . . Cn and I1 and
O1 to be such that P = (C2|| . . . ||Cn)\\O1 ∪ I1; I2 . . . In and O2 . . . On to be the emptyset; and finally
C ′i to be Ci for every i ≥ 2 (since ≤I,O are pre-orders we have C ≤I,O C for every I,O and C). ut

In the following we let Pconpar,I,O denote the subset of processes of Pconpar such that I(P ) ⊆ I and
O(P ) ⊆ O. We start to use this notation in the definition of the input-output subcontract relation.

Definition 3.4. (Input-Output Subcontract relation) A contract C ′ is a subcontract of a contract C
with respect to a set of input channel names I ⊆ N and output channel names O ⊆ N , denoted
C ′ �I,O C, if

∀P ∈ Pconpar,I,O. (C||P )↓ ⇒ (C ′||P )↓

The difference between the Definition 3.3 and the Definition 3.4 is that in the former we describe
a property that every singular subcontract pre-order should satisfy, while in the latter we define a new
relation (the I-O subcontract relation) that relates all those pairs of contracts C ′ and C that satisfy the
same property. For instance, the identity relation is a singular subcontract pre-order because it satisfies
the property, but it does not coincide with the I-O subcontract relation because it does not relate all those
pairs of contracts C ′ and C that satisfy the property even if C ′ is not syntactically equal to C. In the
following we will consider only the I-O subcontract relation (Definition 3.4), but we have presented both
definitions because this simplify the proof of the following Theorem (stating an important property about
the I-O subcontract relation) that, indeed, is a simple corollary of the Proposition 3.1 in which we made
use of the Definition 3.3.

Theorem 3.1. Given a subcontract pre-order family {≤I,O| I,O ⊆ N }, we have that it is included in
{�I,O| I,O ⊆ N }, that is

C ′ ≤I,O C ⇒ C ′ �I,O C

Proof:
From Proposition 3.1 we know that each subcontract pre-order family {≤I,O| I,O ⊆ N } is also a
singular subcontract pre-order family. The thesis directly follows from the definition of subcontract
relation, as it easy to see that �I,O coincides with the union of all singular subcontract pre-orders ≤I,O.

ut

In light of this last Theorem, the existence of the maximal subcontract pre-order family can be proved
simply showing that {�I,O| I,O ⊆ N } is itself a subcontract pre-order family (thus it is the maximum
among all subcontract pre-order family). The proof of this result (Theorem 3.2) is rather complex and
requires several preliminary results.

The following proposition states an intuitive contravariant property: given �I′,O′ , and the greater
sets I and O (i.e. I ′ ⊆ I and O′ ⊆ O) we obtain a smaller pre-order �I,O (i.e. �I,O⊆�I′,O′).
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Proposition 3.2. Let C,C ′ ∈ Pcon be two contracts, I, I ′ ⊆ N be two sets of input channel names such
that I ′ ⊆ I and O,O′ ⊆ N be two sets of output channel names such that O′ ⊆ O. We have:

C ′ �I,O C ⇒ C ′ �I′,O′ C

Proof:
The thesis follows from the fact that extending the sets of input and output actions means considering a
greater set of discriminating contexts. ut

The following proposition states that a subcontract is still a subcontract even if we restrict its actions
in order to consider only the inputs and outputs already available in the supercontract. The result about
the possibility to restrict the outputs will be extensively used in the proof of Theorem 3.2.

Proposition 3.3. Let C,C ′ ∈ Pcon be contracts and I,O ⊆ N be sets of input and output names. We
have

C ′ �I,O C ⇒ C ′\\(I(C ′)− I(C)) �I,O C
C ′ �I,O C ⇒ C ′\\(O(C ′)−O(C)) �I,O C

Proof:
We discuss the result concerned with restriction of outputs (the proof for the restriction of inputs is
symmetrical). Let C ′ �I,O C. Given any P ∈ Pconpar,I,O such that (C||P ) ↓, we will show that
(C ′\\(O(C ′)−O(C)) || P )↓. We first observe that (C || P\\(O(C ′)−O(C)))↓. Since C ′ �I,O C, we
derive (C ′ || P\\(O(C ′)−O(C)))↓. As a consequence (C ′\\(O(C ′)−O(C)) || P\\(O(C ′)−O(C)))↓.
We can conclude (C ′\\(O(C ′)−O(C)) || P )↓. ut

All the results discussed so far do not depend on the output persistence property. The first relevant
result depending on this peculiarity is reported in the following proposition. It states that if we substitute
a contract with one of its subcontract, the latter cannot activate outputs that were not included in the
potential outputs of the supercontract.

Proposition 3.4. Let C,C ′ ∈ Pcon be contracts and I,O ⊆ N be sets of input and output names. If
C ′ �I,O C we have that, for every P ∈ Pconpar,I,O such that (C||P )↓,

(C ′||P ) τ−→
∗

(C ′der||Pder) ⇒ ∀ a ∈ O(C ′)−O(C). C ′der
a−→/

Proof:
We proceed by contradiction. Suppose that there exist C ′der, Pder such that (C ′||P ) τ−→

∗
(C ′der||Pder)

and C ′der
a−→ for some a ∈ O(C ′) − O(C). We further suppose (without loss of generality) that such

a path is minimal, i.e. no intermediate state (C ′der2||Pder2) is traversed, such that C ′der2
a−→ for some

a ∈ O(C ′)−O(C). This implies that the same path must be performable by (C ′\\(O(C ′)−O(C)) || P ),
thus reaching the state (C ′der\\(O(C ′)−O(C)) || Pder). However, since in the state C ′der of contract C ′

we have C ′der
a−→ for some a ∈ O(C ′)− O(C) and the execution of a is disallowed by restriction, due

to output persistence, the contract will never be able to reach success (no matter what contracts in P will
do). Therefore (C ′\\(O(C ′)−O(C)) || P ) 6↓ and (due to Proposition 3.3) we reached a contradiction.

ut
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The following proposition permits to conclude that the set of potential inputs of the other contracts
in the system is an information that does not influence the subcontract relation.

Proposition 3.5. Let C ∈ Pcon be contracts, O ⊆ N be a set of output names and I, I ′ ⊆ N be two
sets of input names such that O(C) ⊆ I, I ′. We have that for every contract C ′ ∈ Pcon,

C ′ �I,O C ⇐⇒ C ′ �I′,O C

Proof:
Let us suppose C ′ �I′,O C (the opposite direction is symmetric). Given any P ∈ Pconpar,I,O such
that (C||P ) ↓, we will show that (C ′||P ) ↓. We first observe that (C || P\\(I − O(C))) ↓. Since
C ′ �I′,O C and O(C) ⊆ I ′, we derive (C ′ || P\\(I − O(C))) ↓. Due to Proposition 3.4 we have that
(C ′ || P\\(I − O(C))) can never reach by τ transitions a state where outputs in O(C ′) − O(C) are
executable by some derivative of C ′, so we conclude (C ′ || P )↓. ut

It is worth noting that a similar result does not hold for the output set, that is, if O ⊆ O′ we can
have C ′ �I,O C but C ′ 6�I,O′ C. As an example, you can consider a + b �N ,N−b a. This holds in
general because the addition of an input on b is admitted in a subcontract if we know that no outputs on
that channel can be executed by the other initial contracts in the system. On the contrary, we have that
a+ b 6�N ,N a because

[a] || [a; b] || [b]

is a correct composition while
[a+ b] || [a; b] || [b]

is not, because the first and the second contracts are now in competition to consume the unique output
on b produced by the third contract.

We are now in place to prove the main result of this paper, i.e., that the input-output subcontract
relation defined in the Definition 3.4 is also a subcontract pre-order family.

Theorem 3.2. The family of pre-orders {�I,O| I,O ⊆ N } is a subcontract pre-order family.

Proof:
Consider n ≥ 1, C1, . . . , Cn ∈ Pcon, C ′1, . . . , C

′
n ∈ Pcon, I1, . . . , In ⊆ N and O1, . . . , On ⊆ N .

For any i we let Pi = Ci\\Ii ∪ Oi and P ′i = C ′i\\Ii ∪ Oi. If (P1|| . . . ||Pn) ↓ and for all i we have that
C ′i �I′i,O′i Ci, with I ′i and O′i satisfying the constraint on names as specified in Definition 3.2, we can
derive (P ′1|| . . . ||P ′n)↓ as follows. For every i from 1 to n we show that

(P ′1\\(O(C ′1)−O(C1))|| . . . ||Pi|| . . . ||P ′n\\(O(C ′n)−O(Cn)))↓

by multiply applying the definition of singular subcontract pre-order family to any Cj with j 6= i. For
instance if i is 1, from (P1|| . . . ||Pn)↓ we derive

(P1||P ′2\\(O(C ′2)−O(C2))||P3|| . . . ||Pn)↓
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by applying the definition of singular subcontract pre-order to refine C2 and by using Proposition 3.3.
We then use this intermediate result to re-apply the definition of singular subcontract pre-order family
for refining C3 and we derive

(P1||P ′2\\(O(P ′2)−O(P2))||P ′3\\(O(C ′3)−O(C3))||P4|| . . . ||Pn)↓

We proceed in this way until we yield

(P1||P ′2\\(O(C ′2)−O(C2))|| . . . ||P ′n\\(O(C ′n)−O(Cn)))↓

For i ∈ {2 . . . n} we proceed in a similar way to obtain

(P ′1\\(O(C ′1)−O(C1))|| . . . ||Pi|| . . . ||P ′n\\(O(C ′n)−O(Cn)))↓

We conclude the proof as follows. For any i, since C ′i �I,O Ci, by Proposition 3.4 we have that
(P ′1\\(O(C ′1)−O(C1))|| . . . ||P ′i || . . . ||P ′n\\(O(C ′n)−O(Cn))) can never reach by τ transitions a state
where outputs in O(C ′1) − O(C1) are executable by the derivative C ′i,der of C ′i that is syntactically in-
cluded in the derivative P ′i,der of P ′i . If now we consider the behavior of

(P ′1\\(O(C ′1)−O(C1))|| . . . ||P ′n\\(O(C ′n)−O(Cn)))

we derive that, for any i, we cannot reach by τ transitions a state

(P ′1,der\\(O(C ′1)−O(C1))|| . . . ||(P ′i,der\\(O(C ′i)−O(Ci))|| . . .
||P ′n,der\\(O(C ′n)−O(Cn)))

whereC ′i,der (the derivative ofC ′i syntactically included in P ′i,der) can execute outputs inO(C ′i)−O(Ci).
Hence the presence of the restriction operators does not affect the internal behavior of

(P ′1\\(O(C ′1)−O(C1))|| . . . ||P ′n\\(O(C ′n)−O(Cn)))

with respect to (P ′1|| . . . ||P ′n). Therefore, we can finally derive (P ′1|| . . . ||P ′n)↓ from

(P ′1\\(O(C ′1)−O(C1))|| . . . ||P ′n\\(O(C ′n)−O(Cn)))↓

that is obtained by further applying the definition of singular subcontract pre-order to refine Ci in any of
the i-indexed statement in the first part of the proof. ut

In Theorem 3.1 we proved that all subcontract pre-order families are included in {�I,O |I,O ⊆ N};
this last Theorem proves that this family of relations is also a subcontract pre-order family, thus it is the
maximal one.

3.3. Subcontract relation

In the previous subsection we have introduced the input-output subcontract relation �I,O, and we have
proved that the set of all input-output subcontract relations is the maximal subcontract pre-order family.
Moreover, the Proposition 3.5 permits to abstract away from the index I of �I,O assuming always I =
N . In this way we achieve a simpler relation �O, that we simply call subcontract relation, which has
only one parameter indicating the set of names on which the expected contexts can perform outputs. In
the definition of the subcontract relation we use Pconpar,O to denote the set of processes Pconpar,N ,O.
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Definition 3.5. (Subcontract relation) A contract C ′ is a subcontract of a contract C with respect to a
set of output channel names O ⊆ N , denoted C ′ �O C, if

∀P ∈ Pconpar,O. (C||P )↓ ⇒ (C ′||P )↓

It is easy to see that �O=�N ,O.
In order to prove that one contract C ′ is a subcontract of C, the Definition 3.5 is not exploitable

due to the universal quantification on all possible parallel process P . The remainder of this subsection
is devoted to the definition of an actual way for proving that two contracts are in subcontract relation.
This is achieved resorting to the theory of should-testing [23]. The main difference of should-testing
with respect to the standard must-testing [15] is that fairness is taken into account; an (unfair) infinite
computation that never gives rise to success is observed in the standard must-testing scenario, while this
is not the case in the should-testing scenario. The formal definition of should-testing is reported in the
proof of Theorem 3.3.

We need a preliminary result that essentially proves that C ′ �O C if and only if C ′\\N −O �N
C\\N−O.

Lemma 3.1. Let C,C ′ be two contracts and O ⊆ N be a set of output names. We have C ′ �O C iff

∀P ∈ Pconpar. (C\\N−O ||P )↓ ⇒ (C ′\\N−O ||P )↓

Proof:
Given P ∈ Pconpar, we have (C\\N −O ||P ) ↓ ⇐⇒ (C\\N −O ||P\\N−O) ↓ ⇐⇒ (C ||P\\N−O) ↓
and (C ′\\N−O ||P )↓ ⇐⇒ (C ′\\N−O ||P\\N−O)↓ ⇐⇒ (C ′ ||P\\N−O)↓. In the particular case of
P ∈ Pconpar,O we have that P\\N−O is isomorphic to P . ut

In the following we denote with�test the should-testing pre-order defined in [23] where we consider
the set of actions Λ used by terms as being Λ = A∪{

√
} (i.e. we consider non-contract input and output

actions and
√

: the latter is included in the set of actions of terms being tested as any other action). We
denote here with

√ ′ the special action for the success of the test (denoted by
√

in [23]). Similarly as
in [23] we use Λτ to denote Λ ∪ {τ}.

In order to resort to the theory defined in [23], we define a normal form representation with terms of
the process algebra considered in [23] of the finite labeled transition system (LTS) of a system P . We use
quadruples (S,Lab,−→, sinit) to represent LTSes, where S is the set of states of the LTS, Lab the set of
transition labels, −→ the set of transitions with −→⊆ S × Lab × S and sinit ∈ S the initial state. We
have that the semantics [[P ]] of a system P is defined as being the LTS [[P ]] = (S,Λτ ,−→, P ), where S is
the set of terms P ′ reachable from P according to the transition relation defined by the operational rules
for systems in Tables 2.1 and 2, i.e. such that P w−→ P ′ for some (possibly empty) sequence of labels w,
and −→ is the subset of such a transition relation obtained by just considering transitions between states
in S.

The normal form for a system P (denoted with NF (P )) is derived from its semantics [[P ]] =
(S,Λτ ,−→, P ) as follows, by using the operator recXθ (defined in [23]) that represents the value of
X in the solution of the minimum fixpoint of the finite set of equations θ,

NF (P ) = recXP θ where θ is the set of S-indexed equations

XP ′ =
∑

(λ,P ′′):P ′
λ−→P ′′

λ;XP ′′
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where we assume empty sums to be equal to 0, i.e. if there are no outgoing transitions from XP ′ , we
have XP ′ = 0.

According to the definitions in [23], the semantics [[NF(P )]] of the normal formNF(P ) ≡ recXP θ
is, as expected, the labeled transition system [[NF(P )]] = (S′,Λτ ,−→′,NF(P )), where:

• S′ = {NF(P ′) ≡ recXP ′θ | P
′ ∈ S}

• −→′= {(NF(P ′), λ,NF(P ′′)) | P ′ λ−→
′
P ′′}

In the following, given a contract C, we will use NF(C) to stand for NF([C]). We are now in a
position to define the sound characterization of the strong subcontract relation in terms of testing.

Theorem 3.3. Let C,C ′ be two contracts and O ⊆ N be a set of output names. We have

NF(C ′\\(N−O)) �test NF(C\\(N−O)) ⇒ C ′ �O C

Before reporting the proof of this theorem, we first introduce some technical machinery.
In order to build a test for the transformation NF(C\\(N−O)) of a contract C we have to consider

a similar transformation for a system P that is executed in parallel with the contract. First of all, we
consider the normal form NF(P ) as defined above. Then, we perform the following two additional
transformations that, respectively, add the

√ ′ success label to the test and perform an input/output inver-
sion so to deal with the CSP-like synchronization (where equal actions are synchronized) considered in
the testing scenario of [23].

We first consider NF ′(P ) ≡ NF(P ){
√

;
√ ′;XP ′/

√
;XP ′ | P ′∈PsysSt}, i.e. NF ′(P ) is the term

recXP θ
′ where θ′ is obtained from θ inNF(P ) ≡ recXP θ by replacing every subterm

√
;XP ′ occurring

in θ, for any P ′, with the subterm
√

;
√ ′;XP ′ . The LTS [[NF ′(P )]] = (S′′,Λτ ,−→′′,NF ′(P )) turns

out to be, according to the definitions in [23], as follows

• S′′ = {NF ′(P ′) ≡ recXP ′θ
′ | P ′ ∈ S} ∪ {NF ′√(P ′′) ≡

√ ′.recXP ′′θ
′ | ∃P ′∈S :P ′

√
−→ P ′′}

• −→′′= {(NF ′(P ′), λ,NF ′(P ′′)) | P ′ λ−→ P ′′ ∧ λ 6=
√
}

∪{(NF ′(P ′),
√
,NF ′√(P ′′)) | P ′

√
−→ P ′′}

∪{(NF ′√(P ′′),
√ ′,NF ′(P ′′)) | NF ′√(P ′′) ∈ S′′}

where we assume (S,Λτ ,−→, P ) to denote the LTS [[P ]].
We then consider NF ′(P ), i.e. the term recXP θ

′′ where θ′′ is obtained from θ′ in NF ′(P ) ≡
recXP θ

′ by turning every a occurring in θ′, for any a ∈ N , into a and every a occurring in θ′, for any
a ∈ N , into a. The LTS [[NF ′(P )]] = (S′′′,Λτ ,−→′′′,NF ′(P )) turns out to be a transformation of
[[NF ′(P )]] where θ′′ instead of θ′ is considered inside states (the state obtained in this way from a state
NF ′(P ′) is denoted by NF ′(P ′) and similarly a state NF ′√(P ′) is turned into NF ′√(P ′) ) and whose
transition labels are transformed by inverting input/output actions as described above.

We now introduce mapping of traces of [[[C]]] into [[NF(C)]] and mapping of traces of [[P ]] into
[[NF ′(P )]]. First of all we define a n-length trace tr ∈ TrTn , with n ≥ 0, of a LTS T = (S,Lab,−→
, sinit) to be a pair (s, λ), where s is a function from the interval of integers [0, n] to states in S (we
will use si to stand for s(i)) and λ is a function from the interval of integers [1, n] to labels in Lab (we
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will use λi to stand for λ(i)) such that si−1
λi−→ si∀1 ≤ i ≤ n. A n-length initial trace tr ∈ ITrTn

is defined in the same way with the additional constraint that s0 = sinit. We let TrT to stand for⋃
n≥0 Tr

T
n . In the following we will also denote a n-length trace tr simply by writing the sequence

of its transitions, i.e. tr = s0
λ1−→ s1

λ2−→ . . .
λn−1−→ sn−1

λn−→ sn. We denote concatenation of two
traces tr′ ∈ TrTn and tr′′ ∈ TrTm such that s′n = s′′0 by tr′̂ tr′′ defined as the trace tr ∈ TrTn+m with
si = s′i∀0 ≤ i ≤ n, λi = λ′i∀1 ≤ i ≤ n, sn+i = s′′i ∀1 ≤ i ≤ m and λn+i = λ′′i ∀1 ≤ i ≤ m. We also
use lessi(tr) to stand for the shortened trace tr′ ∈ TrTn−i obtained from the trace tr ∈ TrTn by simply
letting s′i = si∀0 ≤ i ≤ n−i and λ′i = λi∀1 ≤ i ≤ n−i. We use less(tr) to stand for less1(tr). Finally
we denote with vis(tr) the sequence of visible labels of the trace tr, i.e., the string w ∈ (L − {τ})∗
defined by induction on the length n ≥ 0 of trace tr as follows. If n = 0 then vis(tr) = ε. If n ≥ 1 then:
vis(tr) = vis(less(tr)) if λn = τ , vis(tr) = vis(less(tr))̂λn otherwise (where we use w′̂w′′ to
denote string concatenation).

Let us consider a transition s λ−→ s′ of [[[C]]]. We can take tr = s
λ−→ s′ with tr ∈ Tr

[[[C]]]
1

and we define map(tr) = NF(s) λ−→ NF(s′). We then define the mapping map(tr) of a whatever
transition tr = (s, λ) ∈ Tr[[[C]]]

n to be the transition tr′ = (s′, λ′) ∈ Tr[[NF(C)]]
n with s′0 = NF(s0) and

s′n = NF(sn) achieved by induction on n ≥ 0 as follows. If n = 0 then map(tr) is the trace tr′ ∈
Tr

[[NF(C)]]
0 such that s′0 = NF(s0). If n ≥ 1 then map(tr) = map(less(tr))̂map(sn−1

λn−→ sn).
It is immediate to verify that for any tr ∈ Tr[[[C]]], vis(map(tr)) = vis(tr). Moreover we have that
map : Tr[[[C]]] → Tr[[NF(C)]] is obviously injective and surjective.

Let us consider a transition s λ−→ s′ of [[P ]]. We can take tr = s
λ−→ s′ with tr ∈ Tr[[P ]]

1 . We define

map√(tr) as follows. If λ 6=
√

then map√(tr) = NF ′(s) λ−→ NF ′(s′). Otherwise, if λ =
√

then

map√(tr) = NF ′(s)
√
−→ NF ′√(s′). We then define the mapping map√(tr) of a whatever transition

tr = (s, λ) ∈ Tr[[P ]]
n (tr may include

√
only as the final transition because target states of

√
transitions

have no outgoing transitions in the semantics of systems) to be the transition tr′ = (s′, λ′) ∈ Tr[[NF(P )]]
n

with s′0 = NF ′(s0) and, in the case n ≥ 1, s′n = NF ′(sn) if λn 6=
√

, s′n = NF ′√(sn) otherwise,

achieved by induction on n ≥ 0 as follows. If n = 0 then map√(tr) is the trace tr′ ∈ Tr
[[NF ′(P )]]
0

such that s′0 = NF ′(s0). If n ≥ 1 then map√(tr) = map√(less(tr))̂map√(sn−1
λn−→ sn). It

is immediate to verify that for any tr ∈ Tr[[P ]], vis(map√(tr)) = vis(tr). Moreover we have that
map√ : Tr[[P ]] → Tr[[NF ′(P )]] is injective (because the last transition of the trace singles out at each
inductive step a unique mapping that can produce it) and is surjective over the codomain of traces that
begin with a state of the form NF ′(s) with s ∈ [[P ]] and do not include

√ ′ transitions.
We finally define some other auxiliary functions that will be used in the proof. Given a trace tr ∈

Tr[[NF ′(P )]] or tr ∈ Tr[[NF ′(P )]], we define tr to be tr′ = (s′, λ′) defined as: s′i = si∀i and λ′i = λi∀i
(where the application of the overbar to states or labels that have it already causes its removal and it has
no effect when applied to τ and

√
labels). Notice that vis(tr) = vis(tr) denoting the application of the

overbar to any label occurring in the sequence of visible labels.
Proof of Theorem 3.3:
According to the definition of should-testing of [23], since

NF(C ′\\(N−O)) �test NF(C\\(N−O))
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we have that, for every test t, ifNF(C\\(N−O)) shd t, then alsoNF(C ′\\(N−O)) shd t, where Q shd
t iff

∀w ∈ Λ∗τ , Q
′. Q||Λt

w−→ Q′ ⇒ ∃v ∈ Λ∗τ , Q
′′ : Q′ v−→ Q′′

√′
−→

where ||Λ is the CSP parallel operator: in R||ΛR′ transitions of R and R′ with the same label λ (with
λ 6= τ,

√ ′) are required to synchronize and yield a transition with label λ.
Let us now consider P ∈ Pconpar with (C\\N −O||P )↓. In the following we will provide a first

subproof that this impliesNF(C\\(N−O)) shd NF ′(P ). SinceNF(C ′\\(N−O)) �test NF(C\\(N−
O)), from this we can deriveNF(C ′\\(N−O)) shd NF ′(P ). In the following we will provide a second
subproof that this implies (C ′\\N−O||P )↓. The thesis, then, directly follows from Lemma 3.1.
First subproof: (C̃||P )↓ ⇒ NF(C̃) shd NF ′(P ), with C̃ = C\\(N−O).

We consider the trace tr = (s, λ) ∈ ITr[[NF(C̃)||ΛNF
′(P )]]

r such that λi 6=
√ ′∀i. There exist ṫr ∈

ITr
[[NF(C̃)]]
n and ẗr ∈ ITr[[NF ′(P )]]

m , corresponding to the local moves performed by the two parallel
processes when doing trace tr, such that vis(ṫr) = vis(ẗr).

We have two cases for the structure of the last state of trace ẗr:

1. s̈m ≡ NF ′(s) for some s∈ [[P ]]

2. s̈m ≡ NF ′√(s) for some s∈ [[P ]]

Let us start by taking ẗr to be as in the simpler case (2). Since, by def. of NF ′(P ), s̈m =

NF ′√(s)⇒ s̈m

√ ′
−→, we have sr = ṡn||Λs̈m

√ ′
−→ and we are done.

We now develop the non-trivial case (1) for ẗr. Let us consider ẗr′ = map−1√ (ẗr)∈ITr[[P ]]
m . We have

s̈m = NF ′(s̈′m). Let us also consider ṫr′ = map−1(ṫr)∈ITr[[[C̃]]]
n . We have ṡn = NF(ṡ′n). Moreover,

vis(ẗr′) = vis(ẗr) = vis(ṫr) = vis(ṫr′).

Therefore, there exists tr′∈ITr[[C̃||P ]]
r , with λ′i = τ∀i, such that s′r = ṡ′n||s̈′m.

Since (C̃||P ) ↓ we have that there exists tr′′ ∈ Tr[[C̃||P ]]
r′′ with s′′0 = s′r, λ

′′
i = τ∀1 ≤ i ≤ r′′ − 1 and

λ′′r′′ =
√

. Therefore, there exist ṫr′′ ∈ Tr[[[C̃]]]
n′′ with ṡ′′0 = ṡ′n and ẗr′′ ∈ Tr[[P ]]

m′′ , with s̈′′0 = s̈′m corre-
sponding to the local moves performed by the two parallel processes when doing trace tr′′, such that
vis(ṫr′′) = vis(ẗr′′).

Let us now consider ṫr′′′ = map(ṫr′′)∈Tr[[NF(C̃)]]
n′′ . We have ṡ′′′0 = NF(ṡ′′0) = NF(ṡ′n) and λ̇′′′n′′ =

√
.

Let us also consider ẗr′′′ = map√(ẗr′′) ∈ Tr[[NF ′(P )]]
m′′ . We have s̈′′′0 = NF ′(s̈′′0) = NF ′(s̈′m) and

λ̈′′′m′′ =
√

. Moreover, vis(ṫr′′′) = vis(ṫr′′) = vis(ẗr′′) = vis(ẗr′′′).

Therefore, there exists tr′′′∈Tr[[NF(C̃)||ΛNF
′(P )]]

r′′ . Such trace has initial state s′′′0 = NF(ṡ′n)||ΛNF
′(s̈′m) =

ṡn||Λs̈m = sr, and s′′′r′′ = ṡ′′′n′′ ||Λs̈′′′m′′ . Moreover, since, by def. of NF ′(P ), λ̈′′′m′′ =
√
⇒ s̈′′′m′′

√ ′
−→, we

have s′′′r′′
√ ′
−→.

Second subproof: NF(C̃ ′) shd NF ′(P )⇒ (C̃ ′||P )↓, with C̃ ′ = C ′\\(N−O).

We consider the trace tr = (s, λ) ∈ ITr[[C̃′||P ]]
r such that λi = τ∀i. There exist ṫr ∈ ITr[[[C̃′]]]

n and
ẗr∈ITr[[P ]]

m corresponding to the local moves performed by the two parallel processes when doing trace
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tr, such that vis(ṫr) = vis(ẗr).

Let us now consider ṫr′ = map(ṫr) ∈ ITr[[NF(C̃′)]]
n . We have ṡ′n = NF(ṡn). Let us also consider

ẗr
′ = map√(ẗr)∈ ITr[[NF ′(P )]]

m . We have s̈′m = NF ′(s̈m) because ẗr does not include a
√

transition.

Moreover, vis(ṫr′) = vis(ṫr) = vis(ẗr) = vis(ẗr′). Therefore, there exists tr′∈ ITr[[NF(C̃′)||ΛNF
′(P )]]

r

with s′r = ṡ′n||Λs̈′m = NF(ṡn)||ΛNF
′(s̈m).

Since NF(C̃ ′) shd NF ′(P ) we have that there exists tr′′ ∈ Tr[[NF(C̃′)||ΛNF
′(P )]]

r′′ with s′′0 = s′r, such
that λ′′i 6=

√ ′∀1 ≤ i ≤ r′′ − 1 and λ′′r′′ =
√ ′.

There exist ṫr′′ ∈ Tr[[NF(C̃′)]]
n′′ with ṡ′′0 = ṡ′n and ẗr′′ ∈ Tr[[NF ′(P )]]

m′′ , with s̈′′0 = s̈′m corresponding to the
local moves performed by the two parallel processes when doing trace tr′′. We must have λ̈′′m′′ =

√ ′

and, since s̈′′0 = s̈′m is in the form NF ′(s̈m), by def. of NF ′(P ) we have (r′′ ≥ 2 and) λ̈′′m′′−1 =
√

.
Moreover we must have vis(ṫr′′) = vis(less(ẗr′′)), hence in particular λ̇′′n′′ =

√
: the

√
transition

must be the last one in such a trace (i.e. there are no τ transitions afterward) because target states of√
transition have no outgoing transitions in the semantics of contracts and the transformation NF(C̃ ′)

cannot add outgoing τ transitions to such states.

Let us now consider ṫr′′′ = map−1(ṫr′′)∈ Tr[[[C̃′]]]
n′′ . We have ṡ′′0 = ṡ′n = NF(ṡ′′′0 ) and λ̇′′′n′′ =

√
. Let

us also consider ẗr′′′ = map−1√ (less(ẗr′′))∈Tr[[P ]]
m′′−1. We have s̈′′0 = ṡ′m = NF ′(s̈′′′0 ) and λ̈′′′m′′−1 =

√
.

Moreover, vis(ẗr′′′) = vis(less(ẗr′′)) = vis(ṫr′′) = vis(ṫr′′′).

Therefore, there exists tr′′′∈Tr[[C̃′||P ]]
r′′ such that λ′′′i = τ∀1≤ i≤r′′−1, with s′′′0 = ṡ′′′0 ||Λs̈′′′0 = ṡn||Λs̈m =

sr and λ′′′r′′ =
√

. ut

Note that the opposite implication

C ′ �O C ⇒ NF(C ′\\(N−O)) �test NF(C\\(N−O))

does not hold in general. For example if we take contracts C = a+ a; c and C ′ = b+ b; c we have that
C ′ �O C (andC �O C ′) for anyO (there is no contract P such that (C||P )↓ or (C ′||P )↓), but obviously
NF(C ′\\(N−O)) �test NF(C\\(N−O)) (andNF(C\\(N−O)) �test NF(C ′\\(N−O)) ) does not hold
for anyO that includes {a, b, c}. As another example, consider contracts C = τ ; 0+a and C ′ = τ ; 0+b.
We have that C ′ �O C (and C �O C ′) for any O (there is no contract P such that (C||P )↓ or (C ′||P )↓),
butNF(C ′\\(N−O)) �test NF(C\\(N−O)) (andNF(C\\(N−O)) �test NF(C ′\\(N−O)) ) does not
hold for anyO that includes {a, b}: this can be seen by considering the test t =

√′+b; 0 (t =
√′+a; 0).

Finally, we observe that the labeled transition system of each contract C is finite state as we consider
the Kleene-star repetition operator and not general recursion. This implies that also NF(C\\N − O) is
finite state for any O. In [23] it is proved that for finite state terms should-testing pre-order is decid-
able and an actual verification algorithm is presented. This algorithm, in the light of our Theorem 3.3,
represents a sound approach to prove also our subcontract relation.

Example 3.1. (Refining the Contracts in the Travel Agency Example)
As an example of contract refinements, we consider the contracts presented in the travel agency example
introduced as Example 2.1. Exploiting the Theorem 3.3 it is easy to prove the following refinement that
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takes under consideration a client with additional behavior, i.e., the possibility to resend the reservation
request in case a reply Retry is received.

Reservation; (Confirmation+ Cancellation+Retry;Reservation)
�{ConfirmFlight,CancelF light,ConfirmRoom,CancelRoom,ReserveF light,ReserveRoom,Confirmation,Cancellation}
Reservation; (Confirmation+ Cancellation)

Note that we put in the set of names subscript of� all those names on which the other contracts performs
output actions.

As other examples of refinement, we consider an airplane reservation service that always replies
positively to every request and a hotel reservation service that always replies negatively. Also in this
case, using the Theorem 3.3, it is easy to prove that

ReserveF light;ConfirmFlight
�{Reservation,ConfirmRoom,CancelRoom,ReserveF light,ReserveRoom,Confirmation,Cancellation}

ReserveF light; (ConfirmFlight+ CancelF light)

and

ReserveRoom;CancelRoom
�{Reservation,ConfirmFlight,CancelF light,ReserveF light,ReserveRoom,Confirmation,Cancellation}

ReserveRoom; (ConfirmRoom+ CancelRoom)

We complete our examples of refinements with a travel agency contract that, differently from the con-
tract in the Example 2.1, exploits only two local names okF light∗ and koF light∗ because the reply to
the client is sent directly from the continuation of the subprocess interacting with the hotel reservation
service. Also in this case, using the Theorem 3.3, it is possible to prove that

Reservation;
(
ReserveF light; (ConfirmFlight; okF light∗ + CancelF light; koF light∗) |
ReserveRoom;(ConfirmRoom; (okF light∗;Confirmation+

koF light∗;Cancellation)) +
(CancelRoom; (okF light∗;Cancellation+

koF light∗;Cancellation))
)

�{Reservation,ConfirmFlight,CancelF light,ConfirmRoom,CancelRoom}
Reservation;

(
ReserveF light; (ConfirmFlight; okF light∗ + CancelF light; koF light∗) |
ReserveRoom; (ConfirmRoom; okRoom∗ + CancelRoom; koRoom∗)

)
|(

okF light∗; (okRoom∗;Confirmation+ koRoom∗;Cancellation)+
koF light∗; (okRoom∗;Cancellation+ koRoom∗;Cancellation)

)
We conclude our discussion of this example observing that replacing the contracts in the correct com-
position of the Example 2.1 with the refinements discussed above, we obtain the following contract
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composition which is guaranteed to be correct (by definition of subcontract pre-order)

[Reservation; (Confirmation+ Cancellation+Retry;Reservation)] ||
[Reservation;

(
ReserveF light; (ConfirmFlight; okF light∗ + CancelF light; koF light∗) |
ReserveRoom; (ConfirmRoom; (okF light∗;Confirmation+

koF light∗;Cancellation)) +
(CancelRoom; (okF light∗;Cancellation+

koF light∗;Cancellation))] ||
[Reserve;ConfirmFlight] ||
[Reserve;CancelRoom]

4. Conclusion and Future Work

We have introduced a notion of subcontract relation useful for service oriented computing, where services
are to be composed in such a way that deadlocks and livelocks are avoided. In order to be as much flexible
as possible, we want to relate with our subcontract relation all those services that could safely replace
their supercontracts. In the Introduction we have already discussed the practical impact of our notion of
subcontract and we have compared our theory with the related literature.

Here, we add some comments about significant technical differences between this paper and our
previous papers [5, 4]. The first technical difference is that in this paper we prove the coincidence
between multiple contemporaneous refinement and singular refinement, for any combination of input
and output sets I , O. On the contrary, in the other papers we more simply consider the maximal sets
for inputs and outputs N , N . This more specific result, on the one hand, required a significant technical
effort (see Theorem 3.2 and all its preliminary results), on the other hand, allow us to achieve a more
general refinement that permits also to reduce external nondeterminism. Consider, for instance, the
example reported at the beginning of Section 3, in particular the fact that a + b �N−c a + b + c. This
kind of refinement that removes internal nondeterminism is not permitted in the other papers. Another
interesting technical difference is that in this paper we use restriction in order to model the possibility
to have channels that can be written by some processes and read by some other ones. In [5, 4] we
consider a more specific channel policy according to which channels are located, meaning that they can
be read only by the processes running on the channel location. This additional constraint has an important
consequence: if C ′ is a subcontract of C assuming a set O of possible outputs for the other contracts in
the system, then C ′ is a subcontract of C even if we consider a larger set of outputs O′. This result does
not hold in this paper as proved by the counterexample reported after Proposition 3.5. A final remark, is
concerned with the paper [4] where we present a stronger notion of compliance according to which when
an output operation is ready to be executed, than the corresponding input should be already available.
The interesting result is that the strong subcontract relation achieved in that paper starting from strong
compliance is incomparable with the subcontract relation presented in this paper considering (standard)
compliance. In fact, it is possible to show the existence of C ′ and C in subcontract relation according
to one notion of subcontract, but not according to the other one. For instance, in this paper we have
τ ; a �N a, while τ ; a is not strongly compliant with a which can send an invocation on a even if the
server is not yet ready to serve it. On the contrary, using the characterization of the strong subcontract
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relation in [4], it is easy to prove that (a; b) + (b; a) is a strong subcontract of a|b, while the former is not
(standard) compliant with the contract a; b which is compliant with the latter.

We conclude commenting some future plans. We intend to investigate the connection between the
calculi used in this paper and calculi for service choreography such as those presented in [7] and [9].
In particular, in [9] an end-point calculus similar to our contract calculus is considered where external
choices must be guarded on input operations. Moreover, a subtyping relation is used in [9] to formal-
ize similar aspects: the addition of input guarded branches in external choices is safe as well as the
cancellation of output guarded branches in internal choices. Differently from [9] we consider a weaker
should-testing semantics instead of the more restrictive (bi)simulation approach of [9]. This permits
us, for instance, to abstract away from branching information that reveals not significant for contract
composition.
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